
350 MONTANA
P.O. Box 7006

Missoula, MT 59807

Dear Public Service Commissioners, 

Montana’s major utility company, NorthWestern Energy
(NWE), recently filed a plan that shunned solar and 
wind projects in favor of a new generation of fossil fuel 
plants. This is going in the wrong direction.

A recent poll showed that a majority of Montanans 
recognizes that our climate is changing and that we can 
reduce carbon pollution without raising our utility bills. A 
significant majority (more than 86 percent) support 
increasing energy efficiency, wind, and solar projects. 

Three-quarters of Montanans consider renewable energy 
reliable and a good way to increase jobs. In addition, 
renewable energy is exactly what we need to secure a 
livable planet for our children and grandchildren.

With our forests, rivers, and streams already struggling with 
warmer temperatures, we urge you to move quickly toward a
future powered by wind, water, and solar energy.

Signature_________________________________________

Printed Name_____________________________________

Address _________________________________________

Town, State, Zip___________________________________

Email___________________________________________
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An Historic Opportunity

Right now, the owners of the four coal plants at Colstrip in 
eastern Montana are from Washington and Oregon. They 
have scheduled the decommissioning of two of the plants, 
and the remaining two have a steep hill to climb convincing 
their customers to continue burning climate-damaging coal. 

The writing is on the wall. Montanans have an historic 
opportunity to leave coal and its filthy carbon pollution 
behind and move to an energy system powered 100 percent 
by renewable energy. We can go from a climate-denying, 
carbon-spewing pariah to a world leader. 

NorthWestern Energy (NWE) is a “regulated utility,” a 
monopoly that distributes energy to Montanans but is 
regulated by an elected body, the Public Service 
Commission (PSC).

NWE’s latest planning document proposes 13 new 
natural gas generators. The PSC recently rejected that plan
(Yeah!) and sent NWE back to the drawing board.

Now is the time to decide our energy future. We have the 
money, the technology, and the work force to move quickly 
to renewable energy. Every dollar we spend on new fossil 
fuel infrastructure takes that dollar away from renewables. 

So what can you do? Help support 350 Montana’s efforts 
by signing this petition encouraging Montana’s move to 
carbon-free renewable energy. And stay tuned!

If you want to mail this petition yourself, mail to: 

Montana Public Service Commission
P.O. Box 202601
Helena, MT 59620-2601
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